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DIALECTS AND READING

1

Oddly enough, it was on a visit to Canada that I first realized "I speak a

dialect. I was a senior in college, end my best friend and I had stopped at a

restaurant somewhere between Toledo and Toronto. As we were leaving the

restroom, the cleaning woman asked if my friend-came from northern Indiana and I

from southern Indiana, as our speech suggested. Indeed, she was right. At this

point, I have no idea what I said to give away my dialect origins. Perhaps I

said "Wait till I warsh my,hands," though I doubt it because my teachers had

impressed upon me the fact that " warsh" was considered uneducated. Perhaps I

asked if I could borrow a "pin" (pen) to write something down (in my dialect

area, we say "pin" for 22a). Or perhaps we were taLking about the Vietnam

"Wohr," which to me was the Vietnam "Wahr." In any Case, the comment from that

restroom dialectologist helped me understand that a diafect is not just the way

they speak down South.

In his book Discovering American Dialects, Roger Shuy suggests that there

are at least three degrees of understanding of"what dialects are. "First, some

people think that a dialect is something spoken by a white-bearded old man in an

out-of-the-way area. Once we become aware of the !act that we all speak a

dialect of some sort, we recognize dialects in a geographical sense, the second

degree of understanding. The third degree of understanding comes when we

realize that social layers exist within regional dialect areas" (1967, p. 3). I

A
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would say that a fourth degree of understanding comes when we realize that from

a linguisLo point of view, all dialects are vi/able language systems. Lin-

guistically, though not socially, all dialects are more or less equal.
.

It is with nonstandard or nonmainstream dialects rather than regional
c.......

dialects that I want primarily to concern myself today, as we focus on dialects

and reading. First, though, an explanation, perhaps sort of an apology, is in

order. When L was asked to talk about dialects and reading at this conference,

I objected, because I,don't know anything about Canadian dialects. I was told

that didn't matter since the principles are the same, and that you would be'able

td supply similar examples from your own community and teaching situation.

Please forgive me, then, for focusing on U. S. dialects, particdlarly Black

English, the nonmainstream dialect that` has received the most attention from

linguists and. educators alike. What I want to do is talk a little about dia-

lects, a little about dialects and reading, a little about reading itself, and

then begin to tie it all together-- focusing, of course, on what .we As' teachers

need to know and do.

Back, then, to nonmainstream dialects. If yoU haven't heard the term

"nonmainstream dialect" before, you may wonder what it meads. The terms

"nonstandard" and "nonmainstream" denote roughly the same thing: a dialect that'

differs in significant ways, particularly grammatical, from the dialect or

dialects considered acceptable by those in power. I prefer the newer term

"nonmainstream" because'it indicates, that the dialect is spoken by p7ple who

are not included within the mainstream of society. As linguists have demon-

strated, there is nothing "wrong" with the language, the dialect, except insofar

as it is spoken by people wh'q lack the power to set standards for society as a

whole.

4
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We tend, though, to look down upon such dialects. Perhapi.you ve heard of

Miss Fidditch, the fictionalized schoolmarm popularized by Martin Joos (1967).

As James Sledd has noted, this stereotypical English teacher "taught generations

of school children, including future linguists, to avoitl:ein't and double

negatives and used to could and hadn't ought, not because ain't would'keep them

from getting ahehd in the world [which of course it would], but because ai,n't

was wrong,. no matter who, used it, and deserved no encouragement from decent

people wttO valued the English language. . Miss Fidditch is not popular any

longer among educators," Sledd continues', "though the world at large

inclined to agree with her" (pp. 319-320 in Shores).

Unfortunately, I fear that many teachers still.share this uninformed

attitude of the world at large. In a large scale ETS study of Title I reading

programs_ for the disadvantaged, Harste and Strickler noted that over 70% of the
4

teachers in Title r programs generally believed that students had shortcomings

in language and thought (1979, p. 71). Other studies showsimilar results. It's

a vicious circle [insert 3-A]. We look down upon people we consider socially

inferior. To justify our attitude, our condescension, we look for objective

evidence. When we notice different dialect features, particularly different

grammatical patterns, we convince ourselves Ahat these are deficient, if not

actually wrong. Then we use this perceived deficiency as justification for our

attitude toward those who are not part of mainstream society.

In the Students' Right to Their Own Language statement issued in 1974 by

the 4 C's, it is suggested that "We need to ask ourselves whether our rejection

of students who do not adopt the dialect most familiar to us is based on any

real merit in our dialect or whether we are actually rejecting the students

themselves, rejecting them because of their racial, social, and cultural

5
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origins" (1974, p. 2). Or as James Baldwin says, speaking of Black children and

Blak English dialect: "It is not she black child's language 'that is in

question, it is not his language that is despised; It is his experience" (1981,

p. 392).'

In a landmark article titled "The Lbgic of Nonstah4ard English," William

Labov demonstrated that nonmainstream dialects like Black English are not

illogical, not cognitively or linguiptically deficient, just different. Take,

for example, a sentence like "Santa 'will bring us something."

Santa will bring us something.

Santa won't bring- Santa won't bring

us nothing. . us anything.

In nonmainstream dialects, the negative of this sentence -is typically

"Santa won't bring us nothing." Such asentence is widely criticized because it

contains the despised double negative (never bind that the double negative was

"standard" in Shakespeare's day). What such critics fail to realize is that

their own negative equivalent also contains two negative elements. To make the

original sentence negative, we change will to won't and something to anything.

As standard speakers, we too use a double negative. Neither kind of negatiVe is

linguistically deficienm.

What does all of this have to do with reading? Since at least the mid 60's

in the States, with the publication of the Coleman report, it has been recog-

A

nixed that minority students, typically students who speak a nonmainstream-
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dialect, tend to do less well on standardized reading tests than their white

middle class counterparts. In short, they seem to be poorer readers.

Though denying that nonmainstream dialects were in anyway inferior,

sociolingusts of the late 60's and early 70's hypothesized that the dialect-

difference might be a major cause of reading difficulty. While some people were

testing this hypothesis, others were proposing and testing solutions to the

assumed problem. Here is a chart that shows, in general, the kinds of appro4ches"

suggested (see, for example, Wolfram 1970):

If there is a dialect barrier in learning to read, then

Change the

children

Change the
,

materials 1'

.Change the

teachers

As you can imagine, no one has been very successful with hies first al-

ternativi, "change the children " - -that is, teach the children to speak standard

English before teaching them to read. One investigator who tried this was

Richard'Rystram.la 4..0-lie-semester program, Rystrom concentrated on getting

Black first _graders to prOnounce third'singular verb endings such as "He walks"

and "She goes" andto pronounce final consonants and final consonant clUsters.

At e end of the experiment, Ryitrom concluded that "Dialect training had a

negative effect upon decoding skills. The children who received instruction in

dialect were able to read fewer words than the children who did not receive
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ST,

The alternative of Changing the, materials has been tested much more ex-

tensively. Perhapa.you have heard the apocryphal story of how this alternative

came to be advocated for nonmainstream.dialects. William.Stewart, then with the

Center for Applied Linguistics, was preparing a Black Ritglish "translation " of

"The Night Before Christnas" to'send_as a Christmas greeting from the Center.

Stewart reports the following:,
4

One evening, while I was working at home on the translation
of the poem (a draft' of which was my typewriter, with the
original version at the side), two inner -city children
dropped by' for a visit. While rwas. busy getting some
refreshments for them from the refrigerator, Lenora (then
about , twelve years ald) went over to. play with the type-
writer and found the draft of the nonstandard version of the
poem in it.- Le ra'was one of the "problem readers" of the

?:"public schoo s;. she read school texts haltingly; with many
mistakes, and,with little ability to grasp the meaning of
what ,she read. Yet, when she began to read thesnonstandard
Version of'the poem, her voice was steady, her word reading
accurate, and her sentence intonation was natural (for her
dialect, of course). --(1969, p. 172)

Surprised by this event, Stewart and his colleagues began experimenting with

dialect readers. They retained standard spilling but attempted to reflect the
0

grammar of the nonmainstream dialect. One of my favorite passages is a trans-'

pation from the Bible (Wolfram and Fasold 1964, pi.150-1501

JOHN 3:1 -17 [Black English Version]

it was a man named Nicodemus. He was a leader of the Jews.
This man, he come to Jesus in the night and say, "Rabbi, we
know you a teacher that come from God, cause can't nobody do
the things you.be.doing 'cept he got God with him."

Jesus, he tell him say, "This ain't no jive, if a man
ain't born over again, ain't no way he gonna get to know
God."

frhen Nicodemus, he ask him, "How a man gonna be born'
when he already old? Can't nobody go back inside his mother.

--and get born." _

So Jesus tell him, say, "This ain't no jive,,this the
truth. The onliest way a man gonna get to know God,he got
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to get born regular and he got to get born from the Holy
Spirit. The body can.only make a body get born, but the
Spirit, he make a-man so he can know God. Don't be surprised
just cause I tell you that you got to, get born over again.
The wind blow where it want to blow and you can't hardly
tell where it's coming from and where it's going to. That's
how it go when somebody get born over again by the Spirit."

So Nicodemus say, "How you know that?" ,

Jesus say,"You call yourself a teacher that teach
Israel and jou don't know these kind of things?i .I'm gonna
tell you, we talking about something we know abut cause we
already seen it. We telling it like it is and you-all think
we jiving. If I tell you about thingi you can see and
you-all think we jiving and don't believe me, what's gonna
happen when I tell about things you can't see? Ain't nobody
gone up to Heaven 'cept Jesus, who come down, from Heaven.
Just like Moses done hung up the snake in the wilderness,
Jesus got to be hung up. So that the peoples that believe
in him, he can give them real life that ain't never gonna
end. God really did love everybody in the world. In fact; he
loved the people so much that he done save up the onliest
Son he had. Any man that believe in him, he gonna have a
life that ain't never gonna end. He ain't never gonna die.
God, he didn't send his Son to the world to act like a
judge, but he sent him to rescue the peoples in the world."

As you can imagine, most of the dialect materials have been intend4d for

beginning readers, that is children who are just learning to read. In the late

60's, the Board of Education of Chicago issued A sequence of eight dialect

_readers, each with an "everyday talk"(version and a uRchool.talk" version. Lloyd

Leaverton reported tat in their third year of instruction, "The group. that was

given both the EVERYDAY TALK version and the SCHOOL TALK version of the 'reading

materials excelled in 19 of the 20 variables investigated with respect to mean

word recognition errors. The control group were children who were instructed bf

i

the same teacher but who were only given,the SCHOOL TALK version of the mat-

erials (Leaverton, n.d., p.9).

Experiments with other dialect readers, however, did not strongly-support

the hypothesis that dialect materials would be easier for nonmainstream speakers

10
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to read. In a study involving second graders, Rudihe ,Sims had Black English-t

.,"
speaking students .read from two different booklets, one written in standard

. diatect patterns.and one written to approximate the grammatical Oatterns'of

Black English. Sims found that in reading aloud the children shifted from the

Black dialect of-the text to standard English more often 'than in the opposite,

direction (Sims01972). A study by, Simons and Johnson (1974) produced, the same"

,result. However, both studies involved children who bad -already learned to read

using standard texts,'so the studies do not really disprove the idea that
0

.0
dialect interference causes. some difficulty in learning to read:-In a1982

summary of such studies as these, %routman and Fal1k concluded that i"There is

little evidence to support the concept of. BE interference in the reading,

performance of black children. However, because of a humtwof problems in the.

existing research, we cannot yet say with confidence that BE has no effect on

reading performance (1982, p. 128). Other recent surveys of theAiterature have

drawn, the same conclusion.

Roger Shuy points out that "the dialect reader projects in the early 7.01.a

proved little or nothing largely because they focused only on the forms of

language, not on the functions (1980, p. 4).. Thus _to the extent that dialect
.

reading materiark are valuable, it may be more because of their functional and

cultural appropriateness than because of their grammaticeir'appropriateness toy

the students reading them. This is an important 2oint, one I will return to

latei. For now, however, I wonld like return -to the third suggestion for

overcoming the alleged dii ect interterence probrem, namely changing the

teachers.

In the last decade or so, it has become 'nor astngly o vious to many of us

that we needed to change Our perspective on reading: Until the advent of. people
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like'Frank,Smith and Kenneth. Goodman, one of the hallowed_ myths of reading,
1

ts;v1,0
, .

instruction: was that ,good reading ieletter-perfect read4C that accurage word
.1. %

';', 40,

identification is an absoitte prerequisite to understanding. Thus, before Smith

,ancCOoodman,we were repeatedly told that'a-selection is pr ably too difficult

for a'student's independent reading if he or she misreads, ore than one or two
.

'wOrds'but of a hundred. If a-student misread more-thin five or: six words, the

selection was often considered too difficult for instructional- reading. The

.

figures'dilfer somewhat from one authority to another, but the "correct"

1

identification of words was--and all too often still is-- assumed to be necessary

for comptehension. To, put it bluntUy, this "common -sense iiew'is simply not

curate.

While reading a text, all readers,.have three 4Kinds,of language cues

One kind of cue is grapho/phonic, how the word looks and how

the,letAOrs correspond to sounds. A second kind of cue is syntactic, the

available to them.

grammar of the sentence. Finally, the reader has access to sev6tic cues.; to tile
der"

4

meaning of the text'itself and to his or her entire storehouse of kilowledge and

exgerience. We can see which language cues a reader is using when the reader

-makes a miscue--that is, when what the'the reader says differs from what th texts

says. Lee's look, for a moment, at Mile examples.

- vi%ijl .

Graphaphonic cues -Th! girls ot the villw dtd not go to school}.

Syntactic cues "-- -"Thelitae)t11 had it..".wh
k

: 46-4.4
.

Semantic cues . . . to see 'if there: was any danger.- He heard the .

,
.

. .

,.'

GOOd readers are those irhOSe.miiicues typicaliy'preserve meaning
_ .

J .

whether or
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4

not.the miscues bear"clbse graphOphonic resemblante to the words of the text.

Take, for example these Isiscues from a first grader:

gickgie -.7til
Morris stuck out BT.IL tongue:

lief' leiiiiitetNi.6,0.4

I'm
-....y.---0+6,..-----.
wletting nothing.for Christtqas. (a AM' fro*

,',., r*ImeALK OnzfWe

"N' ;no"-said Boris. , '"I don't mean outside.";
-

I, gistea- 4 0,
Boris growled,. "That's becauee

.

you did it the wrong way."-

(Beader,started,to sayp ''teu,didn't:dov it right."

. 4 .

.,,

Now lee's look at the miscues o 4i sixth, grade boy reading partO an 0 Henry

story, 'Jimmy Hayes and-Muriel."

rot) 01X
After a heirty supper Hayes jointed the-smokers About

4.+ al I
the fire. His Appearance did notiA settle all the questions'in the

minds, of his" brother rangers. They ZWIsimaz a loose,

rublq
lank outfi with towcolored sunbuined hair and a berry-

mqchious
brown, ingenuous face that wore a,quizzical, good natured

smile.
1

"Fellows " said the new tsnger, "I'm goin' to interduce

you to a lady friend of mine. Ain't
v., %nil 'abed'

herra)beauty, but you'll all admit she's got some fineh

points aeout her. Come along, MUriell"

He held Opbn the front cif his blue flannel shirt.

fe
'e crawled a horned frog. A'bright red ribbon was tied

e.

jauntily around its spiky neck. It crawled.to its diner's

knee'and sat tnere motionless.
-..07N,
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"This-here
)S
Muriel," said Hayes, with an oratorical wave.

sus
.of his-hand, "has got qualities. She never talks back, she

always stays home, _gild shelisatisfied with one r

dress for everyday and' Sunday, too."

4
"Look at that blamItinsect!" said one of the rangersA.

40444
with a grin. "I've.seen plenty of them horny frogs, but

never kneir anybody to have one for partner.:Does

the'blame thing know you from anybody else?"

: er4
"Take

X
it over there gild see," said Hayes.

If we were to judge by a simitle word cqunt we would conclude that this

is too difficult for Jay, since he has read. only, 91% of the wordspassage

correctly. Yet it is obvious that. Jdy is ,attending to meaning that he is-

comprehending the text and partially recoding it into his own.surface structure:
, - J

.,

Surely we Would not conClUde that Jay is a candidate for remedial reading
a

instruction on the baSis

was the top studs 't'in.h. ass,

of this reading performance. As a matter'of fact,-.:Tay

Jay' exemplifies

graphophonic cues and

meaning. Thus a model

GRAPHIC.

INPUT

what-good readers in general do: they make minimal use of
.

maximal use of syntactic an semantic cues'in a search for
$

of proficient oral reading might 1:doksomething like, this:
*-

I.) 'ORAL

OUTPUT

O.'

The validity ,of. this model, is yarticularly evident in some f. Paul Koler's

-studies of bilingual subjects. When Kolers' subjects read aloud two passsages
. .
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the English ('ords on the page, and vice versa (Rolers, 1966). That is, tiley

:went from the g aphic input directly to meaning and then reencoded that meaning'

into the other 1 guage.-'

p
His horee, followed de deux bassets, faisait la terre
resonner under its even tread. Des gouttes de verglas
stuck to his manteau. Une.violente brise was blowing. One '

side de l'horizon lighted up, and dans la blancheur of the
early morning-light, it apercut rabbits hoiping at the

-bord de leurs terriers.

Son cheval, suivi by two hounds, en merchant d'un pas
egal, made resound the earth. Drops of ice se collaient a
son cioak. A wind strong soufflait. Uncote of the horizon
s'eclaircit;"et, in the whiteness du crepuscule, he saw
des lapins sautillant au-edge of their burrows.

, .-

AS we can see fromthe model and from these examples, the good reader goes from

the visual representation to meaning and then to oral output. This_view of

reading i called psycholinguistic because it emphasizes the interaction between

the mind of the reader and the language of the text.

f.

-
Let's look at some contrasting models of reading instruction. At the

elementary level, most instructional approaOhes focus on the word, on using

various cues to id(ntify words [insert 12-A] . In contrast, what we need is an
41? .

approach that focuses on meaning [insert P2-11]. At the secondary level And

above,- the typical approach is also to focus on the word, on vocabulary de4e1-

'opmeUt, and next on the paragraph=-for example, on determining the main idea.of

a paragraph, on drawing inferences, and so forth [insert 12-C]. "Remedial"

reading students rarely have the opportunity to deal with stretches of discourse

larger than the paragraph--except in content area_subjects. whe4 re, of course,

Such students scarcely know how to deal with the assignments. Thus at the

15. -
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intermediate and secondary .levels we need to focus more of our instruction on

how to approach the larger units of discourse that stuclents face elsewhere

[insert 134]; We neediforexample; to guide students in learning to preview a

reading selection; to; turn headings into questions and to read to find the

answers to theirquestions;.to take effective notes, using not only traditional

indented mote style but chires, diagrams, ime lines, branching trees, and so

forth; and -to review and recite their notes. Time permits Little more than

name-droppng here, but we need to explore with our students such reading/

thinking/study procedures is the DRTA (directed reading/khinking activity), SOB
P

(survey, question,, read, recite, review), and ConStruct, a procedure for

44,

rereading and'taking increasingly detailed notes. All of these techniques can

best be taught, I think, in heterogenous classes of good -a nd poorer readers,
r .

regardless of.what dialect they speak.

But I'would, like to return now to the'specific problems of students who

speak a nonmainstream-dialect. What about their reaing miscues, the dia-
.

lect-related errors they make in reading a text?

We need to Understand these dialect miscues within the framework presented.
b.

a feW' minutes ago. That is, we need to understand that miscues which reflect

.

students' phonological or grammatical system are simply evidence that the
o ,

readers are doing what good readers do: reading for, meaning and reencoding that

meaning into their own language patterns. Here are some common kinds o.f

grammatical miscues that Kenneth GoodMan and Catherine Buck found in working

with innercity black,childr 973, p.9):

1. Absence of p se marker
for 1 for 54110, ytectfor'w,uskpi,;Qat

ktES, for JAW for Resegsd, bald for ht120.1 Rat.
for %eta, run for sgs, tAxl forst:Ito, WE, for 'sus, d° o
for did

9

°

r
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Absence of pl'Oral noun marker

044...1 for ata.S. na.for Yeafv9ASEX for Staitl,
aug for Aims

3. Absence of4third person singulai'Verb marker
lea for watt, 3psa,for works, bkolg for hAde,

Absence of posaessive noun or pronoun marker

940, for tUdat.A51:Nr..1.....tialfor_trailLgli
for one's Lc...for its

5. Substitution and omission of -forms of to be
us...for yexs; ja.bmcjiu ya,for yea, .0jaugaim,
for tit.511tutjAltias

6. ',Hypercorrections (the use of two grammatical markers
of the same type)

4.likaggd.for 1.1.112:11, DAIRg424 for helad stog2s4gifOr

'902E20

MorerecentlyKen and Yetta Goodman and their associates have completed ,a

massive study (1,78) of miscues among 2nt, 4th and 6th graders who speak a

nonmainstream dialect or who speak English as a second language. The dialect

groups were downeas Maine, Mississippi black, Appalachian, and'Haitaiian Pidgin.

The secolid language roups were Texas Spanish, Hawaiian Samoan, Arabic, and

Navajo: The most common kind of grammatical miscue, for both the dialect

speakers and the ESL speakers, was again the absence of grammatical inflections

on the ends of words. The following examgLe from a Navajo fourth grader stko4i

both phonological and grammatical miscues that.reflect the reader's ).anguige

system, as well as some possible hypercorrections:

Dere. 11 rocks
There Was a tall flat,rock y the grass where the sheep Were, and

Salt Boy climbed up on it. From there he could watch the 'Oheep, and

4,1orns hadcrn - up A ;le
if he turned around and leaned over, he could 'see the cave that held

4184 *Aere.

4.

at+ down
1that thihg he had found.
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t atom
He remembered the morning he had found it, there. At firagA when he

-4.vOien
saw it in the cave, he had thought it was a snake, and he had felt it withl

a tong stick, and move00, and turng it over.
kris ovi

him it was a thing without life, he

-6e ,

When the stick told

had' gone close to it, and put his hand
en

i

uvular 'Whon.n it. it Wasn't until then he had kii=i; i'l:4swas a rope.

po,-
He had pulled it carefu and slowly out of the darkness in the cave.

141ticn for-
Then he had sat on the grOund and loo at it and felt it, and tjrcii-it.

ke 14-2 ',no-
He had done that with it all day, until it-was time to take hia mother's

P's When coulCni+
sheep back up the canyon path. Then he had coiled it very slo

put it begin the cave& darkness.

From this impressive study, the Goodmans conclude that there is n

evidence that inability to cope with Book English is a general problem for.dny-

group" (1978, p. 3-5). The students' dialect or language influence is-evidence'

in their reading,- "but is not in itself .a barrier to comprehedsion"

(p. 3-22) . In fact, in an earlier study of children.who speak Black English,

-researcher. Barbara Hunt found it was the best readers who produced the most

dialect- based miscues (1974-71t In their:recent study, the Goodmans point out
)

that special reading materials are not needed for any of the low-status dialect
.

groups studied, nor is special methodology needed.(p.8-5). What i8 needed, is -

a Titive attitude toward reading miscues in general an towar -dialect and ESL

miscues in particular..

This point can Hardly be emphasized enough. In a survey in which 94

;Midwestern'elementary teachers rated miscues as acceptable or unacceptable,
t .?

Tovey (1979) found Itt when miscues were syhtactically and semantically

appropriate, only 16Z of the teachers would not: accept the miscues. However,

4:1 22-
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N.

when the miscues reflected translation into the reader's dialect, 60% of the

teachers would not accept the miscues. An' earlier study by Cunningham Produced

similar results (1977). Teachers; then,'must ha ve the knowledge the ex
.

\
-

perience, and the attitudes that will enable them to recognize and accept
\ ,

miscues that merely relfect an alternative spoken dialect. A book you might_

find highly useful is Attitudes, Language, and Change by Anne Gere and Eugene

Smith (NCTE 1979); Perhaps if we study dialect patterns and coneto appreciate

nonmainstream dialects as viable langu ge systems we can initiate-li-Eur:
0

disctive--rather than a "vici u " circie [insert, 16A].

"Change, the teachers" i essentially tir mandate provided by.the fampus--or

infamous--Ann Arboro-decision of 1979, in wh4h a group of-black children charged

that the school system failed to take into account the barrier posed by their

home language kh learning to read. In and of itself, the language, the dialect,

of these children was not found to be a barrier to learning to read. Rather, the

language barrier was defined as the failure of the teachers.to take into account

the home language or dialect of the children in trying to teach theme to read

standard. English (Ann. Arbor Decision, p. 9.).

In response to the Ann. Arbor case and Judge Joiner's opinion,.the Black.

Caucus of the NCTE, hail further stated that: "The-Black English language system

of itself is not a barrier to learning. The barrier is negative attitudes

toward the language system, lick of information about the system, inefficient

techniquesfor teaching language skirls, an unwillingness to adapt teaching

styles to student learning'needs. "` ' Ind the absence of compelling evidnce'to the

contrary,'it is thus generallyagreed that if' speakers of tionmainstream dialects'

do have a language barrieethat makes it more difficult for them tn'learn to

readi then that language barrier, exists ptimarily inminds and .attitudes .of
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teachers, those school personnel who work most directly' with the.schildrenae

must come' to .:understand the patterned nature oecthe dialects tie deal with,

:part to recognize dialect miscues and avoid correcting or penalizing them, but
.,- . T , ,

more broadly to appreciate and respect those` who speak such dialects. Still
... , ,

more broadly, we must- deepen.our. understanding of the.-reading process and of the

effect our students' background has upon their reading ability and

performance on Standardized tests.

To 'further explore these latter topics, I'd like you to indulge me Qin':

upon- their

little experimerit.' I'm gaing'o read you the first two,paragraphs of--a le,tter
1 ,

written by a teenager-to his friend. Then I'll ask you to'reaa the thir4
paragraph fore' yourselves and to write down a one-or-two senterice.nummary ,raf,

what the third paragraph says (Reynolds et .41. , 082) .

Dear Joe, ,

bet you're surprised 'to be hearing from your old
friend Sam. It's been a long time since you moved away so I
thought I'd drop you a Line to-catch you up on,what's going
on around here. Things haven't changed mach'. The weather's
been really bad but we've only been let out of school
couple days. Everybody in the family is O.R., and my cousin
is still asking about you School has been going Q.K..-but

-did get.i-n some trouble last week.
Lt started, out as -a, typical. Thursday. Typical:' that is

until lunchtime; at that. point things .starteCl,:to get, -
intere ting. But don't let me get ahead:-of myself.
start at the beginning. Renee, -My sister,' and I ,were almbst
late tot' 'school. Renee had had- trouble.gettini her choreik
done I couldn't leave without her. We barely; caught
ride a d made it to achool jnint as the tardYbell-rang...:

asses went' at their usualslow pace thrnigh the
morning, so at noon L'ias really ready for --I'got in
line behind Bubba. As:usual the Line -was mowing-pretty 'sloa
and we, were all getting tpretty.-restleslif little 'act Litt,

turnedurned around and said, riley, :Sal What youdoini-.alar
You so ugly that when the', doctor .delivered iron he slipped'
your -facer Everyone 'laughed, -but :they:liaglied even harder
when I shot back, "OW yeah?: Well, _yon _ugly, the doctor
turned around 'aid slapped your iloonar,It 'got even Wilder
when Bubba said; -"Wep. was, at- least .my
Saone!" We::realli got into it tken.' lifter,* WhilE *ore
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people got inwOlwed=.-4;'5,itien .6. It was e riot! People.
- helping out aizydnelvWseemed bec. getting, the worst of the
deal. 411 of suddU Ir. Reynolds 'the.** tneChet came Wirer
;to try to quiet*: things 'down,.,' The ,next; thing,, we knew we were",

':a1/, the office., .,The princiOal made us 'stay ;school`

for .Week, he ts 'So straight! On :top of,that p", :Bent word
home that he :Wanted to t.41* opo our folk% is "his; office :

Mzidayafternoon: ifoy! -Did goehame.:
That's the third notice ./I:ve gotten this trimester!. 'As

. were leaving the inineipaVe.office, rap into Bubba
We decided we'd finish where we left .offt but this time we
would wait until we were off the schoot,iironndi.-i..-

Well, I have to run now. I've got to take out the trash.
before Mom gets home. Write soon and :let me knOw What's.
going on with you

Later;
pt

liow many of you said, in One way or another, that the, young people had

,gotten' intd.a fight, a physical 'confrontation? How tany of You thOlaght that the

battle, was merely "verbaly not physical? If the latter, you're right. What Sam

.Was describing to his friend: Joe was an instance-of "sounding" or "playing the

dozens, ' a form of :;'ritual insult found predominantly among males. When.

black and white eighth grade .students tried td Fecal], the letter and responded

to questiOns about pits zontent the white students (who were from an agri-
,

cultural area) tended to, deicribe the events as "horrible," described the two

participants as angry, and generally, recalled. the event as a fight:

Soon, there swas, a riot all the kids were fighting.

Me and Bubb& agreed to finish our fight later off

the school grbunds.

,

The bladk students in contrast, More often recognized that the participants,
,

N .were just joking, just fun. In, fact when ,told ihatwhite students tendid
o,

to terpret the: let ter, as' being shout a, fight:itistead of sounding, one of the

studenie looked .surprised and said,.:"What's the mattellig*I!t,.thay teed?"



(Reynolds et. al., p. 365). -

We need, then, to consider "yhere students Are coming from" when they

approach the reading that we assign them and when we interpret their results on

N,
tists, both standardized and teacher-made-. Nix add Sawarz (1979) interviewed

ten inner-city .high school students,-asking them be explain answers to test

questions. The investigators found that these students brought to bear.

°different system of assumptions than members of the majority culture..This led
,

them to answers which were often "wrong," but which generally made sense from

their perspecti;m. As Reynold et al. point but;

The research on cultural schemata [the' framework
one brings to bear) has implications for the educdtion of
11Aority'children. Standardized tests; basal reading,pro-
grams, and content area texts lean,heayi,ly,on- the con
ventional assumption that meaning is inherent in the*ords
and structure" of a discourse. Wheel prior knowledge Ls
required,. it is assumed to be knowledge comas= to 'children
from every background. When new information is introduced;
it. is assumed to be as accessible to one child-as to the
next. The question thdt naturally arises is whether children
from different subcultures can generally be assumed to bring
to bear a common schesia.,..(1982, p. 356)

This brings us full circle almost, back to the queo,ion of dialect reading

materials. One such reading program recently developed is'Bridge: A Cross

Cultural Reading Program, published bkHoughton Mifflin (Simpkins, 'Wit;

Simpkins,. 1977). Similar to. the earlier dialect readers for elementary students'

the Bridge program begins with instruction in..the students' own dialect--in this

case, Black English - -and moves through a transitibn stage to instruction in

Standard English.. Here is a sample of a passage written three different

versions.

Black Vernacular:
e Well anyway, Jerry Porter's jaws WI* tight. There was
this broad on. his gig who . . . bugged the Brother to no end
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. He couldn't find no dictionary so he split on .down to
the library . . . He ask the ladithere 'bilur books to help
hi .m' some big words like redundancy. She turn him on
to this biok call' Thirty Days to a More Powerful, Voca bulary.

-
Transition:

He was mad.. . . But it wasn't just his jolt that made
him mad. It was a certain woman, name Mrs. Thompson . . . He
didn't have a dictionary so he went down to the public
library . . . He asked (the librarian) for a bpok to, help
hint. She showed him a book called Thirty Days to a More

, Powerful Vocabalary.

Standard English:
(He) even. thought that same people were put on this

earth just to'make 'his life more, difficult He thought about
one woman in particular.: the was 'a ion* he worked.
He explained to the librarian that -he wanted to ittereit&e. his
vocabulary. She recommended a book Thirty Days to a More
Powerful Vocabulary.

J.

Typically the stories vary somewhat from one: Version to another,' so that

students cannot merely rely on memory as they move from a BE versioff.to
, .

. transitional verSion and finally, to an SE version. The program consists of five

,t
booklets of readings, accom tiled by skink books.t: These skills ooks are

likewise written in two or rde versions.. For example,. a lesson on: igurativd

language is presented in,a Black English version; which is followed by a

standard version with different examples. Here is part of the BE lesson on

figurative language:

FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE-,-BLACK ENGLISH

What you gonna learn: To'clig on talk that saying more
than what the words really mean.

Check this out: 'You got what ,they.call. figurative language when you come across
words that saying somethng but ain't:\really saying what it_ saying. To understand
this here figurative langu4e thing, to really 'put it together, you ,got, to use a
little taste of imagination. You can't 'be using the exact meaning of the words.
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What you got to dp is trip on the pictures that.the words be.paintingfor you.

Now dig this: Suppose you was to hear two Brothers talking. And suppose one of
them was to say to the other:

Mad, that be fat as a rat in a cheese factory.

Now, what- you think the' Brother saying, 'bout Billy?' Now you know ,he t

saying that Billy overweight: And. he. Ain't trying io'get dolion Billy by
saying,he ugly .as a rat eating cheese. What he, saying. is that Billy 'he got a.
lot of bread, or that Billy got OVer, or that. Billy got it made.

'Now, if youftas to hive to pick one of, the fouraneanings from.what the Brother
laid, which one-would you,pick?Tut a circle around a, b,'c; or d.

(a) Billy got fat becauie he ate fooXmch cheese.
(b)' Billy. looked like a. fit'rat.

Billy had everything hi needed to get over.
(d) Billy was as ugly 'as &rat ina cheese factory:

(c) is,correct:

According to the,authora,'the Bridge program has been field tested with students

.

), from the :7th through the 12th grades in four major cities and one rural area in
p

-.the D (Chicago, Phoenix, Washington, Memphis,and Macon County, Alabama). InB.S.
r.

the field test, "the average jain in grade equivaleht scores for the group. wing

S

Bridge was 6.2 months for four months of instruction csimpared to'only an
_ .

- average gain of 1.6' Months of instruction for studenti in-their regular schedr.'

.
.

.

uled, classrookeading activities: . . .The grousp not using Bridge displayed the.'

all, too typical patterp of falling furthei behind the mainstream student at-%dcb.
I

."1,

grade level" (Slmpkims and Simpkink, p. 238).

0
.

I personally Am convinced that the success of this program lies above all,'

in 1 respect - respect fOr the students' language and cultdre. Studies of. inner-
,

?

city schools that .,succeed' in teaching reading show that a pdsitive attitnde,
4

toward the studedts is, an impdreint fa&gor. In, general, this means "treating

everything Ittrinsic tolthe student; including his home language as positive

and worthwhile" (see'Venezky 1981, p. 195) .Thus I suspeCt it is ot the use ofworthwhile"
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Black English grammar per se that makes a difference in the Bridge materials but

rather the fact that the authors and teachers'respect the dialect enough to

have incorporated it in these reading materials. In addition, the vocabulary,

the cultural perspective, and the rhythms.of the lessons and readinga on the._.--.--

accompanying cassette tapes are bound to convince nonmainstream students that

this is a pro ram designed for them, a program that appreciates their 'strengths

instead of viewing them as culturally, linguistically, and academically de-.

ficient.

Unless you have a relatively homogenous, class of nonmainstream students it

may not be possible to use --mush less wheedle publishers into producing--such

materiali,for your own students. What you can do, though, is this;

1. Learn more about the.dillalect patterns reflected in your students'

speech.

-Adopt a positive attitude toward your students' dialects..

3. Accept dialect miscues as evidence that students are compreheading k

whit they read.

4. ,-Focus not on word identification or vocabulary study, but upon

strategies for predicting, sampling, confirming and correctini--

for monitoringeongoing comprehension. help students develop
f.

strategies for processing larger units of text, using procedures

such as DRTA (directed reading-thinking activity),%S43R (kurveyi

question, read recite, review), ConStruct,.end io forth.
,

5. Recognize, that your students' cultural experiences; hellefs,and

,values .will affect what they comprehend 'in 'reading And adjust your

interpretation of test 'results accordingly.-
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6. Try to determine whether your students have the cultural and con

. ceptual background for what they are asked to read. If not, try to

provide that background through.films and filmstripst recordings,

discussion, and so forth.

7. Use culturally relevant reading material, including not only pub

lished literature but studeht written "experience" stories, written

,transcripts of interviews with older membeis of the community, and

so forth. According to Harber 1981, p. 174, "Research has shown that

use of relevant curriculum materials, has- a positiye effect on the

culturally different students' reading achievement."

In short, then, what our nonmainstream 'dialect speakers

to change ourselves

1

as teachers.

,Change ourselves

.

as -teacherg

need most is for us.

We need to deepen our understanding of dialects and the.reading process,

modify certain of our attitudes, to reconsider and revive : our methods and

perhaps'even to select and to guide students in generating neW materiais.Notice

ISaid-that "We 'must change ourselves. ". No conference ipeaker .to inservice

workshop-leader, no-administrator can do it for us, thodgh all of these can

stimulate:and'facilitate change, and a concomitant change in administrators -may

be necessary for us to implement some of our teaching 1.deas. Initially,

however, it is we ourselves who must accept the challenge ,of Ainitiming reidiAg



.

instructionfor all students, but especially for those for whom the schools'
- t

-
.

have perhaps created a language barrier in learning to read more -effectively.

The change must come here (in our heeds) and here (in_ our hearts).

Weaver-' page 24

Thank

7
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